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A GAME of MYSTERY

P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  A I M É E  H O V I N G

“Pictures of Her” is about 
a fun but equally distressing game played by 

a photographer mother and her daughter, 
a journey to the subconscious of childhood. 
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P orcelain cups inside a spa-
cious room, drenched in day-
light, in startling placidity and 
acceptance. Aimée Hoving is 

the name behind the image. Her work por-
trays her inner world as much as it does the 
story of the model enacting the realm. De-
spite being captured in different settings, 
every image in the artist’s Pictures of Her se-
ries features the same mysterious face: that 
of Hoving’s daughter, Flavia. 
 Born in Belgium in 1978, Hoving has been 
a resident of Geneva from a young age. She 
admits that her work bears traces of both 
cultures and that space is one of her great-
est artistic inspirations. The locations in 
her photographs are either familiar places 
or settings that jumped out of her childhood 
memories. The space in Hoving’s images 
occasionally transforms the photograph 
into the work of a painter. Based on the fa-
miliar, the fancied or the dreamt, the spaces 
recreated by a child’s performance become 
stories which combine Hoving’s childhood 
memories with Flavia’s presence and in-
terpretations. This is a lucid game between 
mother and child, embalmed with a touch 
of inspiration from Velázquez’s portraits or 
Vermeer’s light trickeries.  
 Hoving graduated from the École 
Cantonale d’Art de Lausanne (ECAL) with 
a degree in visual communication and pho-
tography. In 2004, she received the Swiss 
Design Award given to young Swiss talent, 
in the field of modern design. 
 The artist also gets the credit for the styl-
ing and set design of the worlds she creates, 
but it’s Flavia that also has another impor-
tant role in this joint effort: naming the pho-
tographs. Although the duo often depict un-
settling, strange dreams, the childish glee of 
Hoving’s imagination is also visible. Pictures 
of Her acts as a mirror that reflects her 
world, woven with breath-taking creative 
images of childhood, the vague distinction 
between reality and fabrication, and per-
haps, her soft-edged fears. A face concealed 
behind masks, a never-ending game of hide-
and-seek, a mysterious theatre that teeters 
back and forth between the mundane and 
the eerie.

A  G A M E  O F  M Y S T E R Y

La Danseuse au Sac



Spoon Eyes



Oh!



Maskarade Tea Time
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A  G A M E  O F  M Y S T E R Y



L’Ondine



Flying Socks



Alien Twins


